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a b s t r a c t

This work is a companion reproducibility paper of the experiments and results reported in Lastra-Diaz
et al. (2019a), which is based on the evaluation of a companion reproducibility dataset with the HESML
V1R4 library and the long-term reproducibility tool called Reprozip. Human similarity and relatedness
judgements between concepts underlie most of cognitive capabilities, such as categorization, memory,
decision-making and reasoning. For this reason, the research on methods for the estimation of the
degree of similarity and relatedness between words and concepts has received a lot of attention in
the fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive sciences. However, despite the huge research effort
done, there is a lack of a self-contained, reproducible and extensible collection of benchmarks which
being amenable to become a de facto standard for large scale experimentation in this line of research.
In order to bridge this reproducibility gap, this work introduces a set of reproducible experiments
on word similarity and relatedness by providing a detailed reproducibility protocol together with a
set of software tools and a self-contained reproducibility dataset, which allow that all experiments
and results in our aforementioned work to be reproduced exactly. Our aforementioned primary work
introduces the largest, most detailed and reproducible experimental survey on word similarity and
relatedness reported in the literature, which is based on the implementation of all evaluated methods
into the same software platform. Our reproducible experiments evaluate most of methods in the
families of ontology-based semantic similarity measures and word embedding models. We also detail
how to extend our experiments to evaluate other unconsidered experimental setups. Finally, we
provide a corrigendum for a mismatch in the MC28 similarity scores used in our original experiments.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Human similarity and relatedness judgements between con-
epts underlie most of cognitive capabilities, such as categoriza-
ion, memory, decision-making and reasoning. Thus, the proposal
f methods for the estimation of the degree of similarity and
elatedness between words and concepts has been a very active
ine of research in the fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Natural
anguage Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR). For
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this reason, the authors of this work have been largely involved
in this line of research during the last decade by proposing
new ontology-based semantic similarity measures [1–8], Infor-
mation Content (IC) models [8–12], word embeddings [13–16],
distributional semantics measures [17–19], semantic measure li-
braries [20,21], reproducibility resources [22,23], word similar-
ity benchmarks [18], reproducible experiments on word simi-
larity based on WordNet [24,25], and reproducible benchmarks
between semantic measures libraries [24,26].

Semantic similarity is defined like the degree of resemblance
between two concepts, whilst semantic relatedness is defined like
the degree of relatedness by considering any kind of relationship
linking them. For instance, the concepts animal and zoo have a
low degree of similarity but a high degree of relatedness. Se-
mantic similarity measures only consider ’is-a’ relationships be-
tween concepts, whilst semantic relatedness measures consider

a wide range of relationships, such as hypernymy, hyponymy,
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eronymy, antonymy, synonymy, as well as other relationships
hich are manifested by some form of co-occurrence of words.
he main approaches on word similarity and relatedness pro-
osed in the literature can be categorized in two large families as
ollows: (1) Ontology-based semantic similarity Measures (OM),
nd (2) distributional measures, whose most recent and suc-
essful methods are based on Word Embedding (WE) models.
ntology-based semantic similarity Measures are mainly focused
n word similarity, whilst word embeddings mainly focus on
ord relatedness. However, recent state-of-the-art word em-
eddings achieve state-of-the-art results on word similarity by
ntegrating ontologies in their models, as shown in our primary
ork [27].
Our primary work [27] introduces a comprehensive experi-

ental study on the main aforementioned families of methods on
ord similarity and relatedness, which is based on the implemen-
ation and evaluation of all methods in a same software platform
ased on HESML V1R4 [28] and WordNet 3.0 [29]. Likewise, all
xperiments reported in our primary work [27] were recorded
ith the Reprozip long-term reproducibility tool [30]. Before the
ublication of this work, the only large reproducible experimental
urveys on word similarity reported in the literature were those
ntroduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano [1,9,10] in another
eproducibility paper [20] belonging to this same reproducibility
nitiative [31], in which we also find other works such as those
ntroduced by Wolke et al. [32] and Fariña et al. [33]. However,
here is neither joint reproducible benchmarks on word embed-
ings and ontology-based semantic similarity measures nor other
nes evaluating the latest family of methods on so large count of
atasets as those evaluated by our primary work [27].
The lack of reproducibility of the methods and research re-

ults in the field of NLP has become a serious problem, which
everely hampers any research effort and the smooth integra-
ion of newcomers in the field. This reproducibility gap was
lready highlighted in a pioneering work by Pedersen [34], being
ubsequently confirmed by Fokkens et al. [35] by evaluating
everal works in the same line of research tackled herein. More
ecently, Branco et al. [36] introduce a call for reproducibility
ubmissions in a known NLP journal to bridge the aforementioned
eproducibility gap. We subscribed to this reproducibility alarm
y adopting as basic norm the detailed replication of all methods
valuated in our papers, as well as the warning on many con-
radictory or unreproducible results in a series of papers in this
ine of research, such as the works introduced by Lastra-Díaz and
arcía-Serrano [1,9,10], Lastra-Díaz et al. [20] and our primary
aper [27]. Likewise, in a recent and valuable reproducibility
tudy in the field of NLP, Wieling et al. [37, p.641] found that only
third part of the published works in 2016 (36.2%) provided their
ource code; however, they found by evaluating a random sample
f ten works that only a tenth part of the former group could
e reproduced exactly. Thus, this later finding yields an alarming
atio of only a 3.62% of reproducible works in this aforementioned
tudy. For all reasons above, we subscribe both the reproducible
anifesto [38] for a reproducible science and reproducibility

nitiative lead by Information Systems [31], as well as the slow
cience manifesto1 for a reflective research. Finally, we make our
wn the words of Pedersen [34, p.470]: ‘‘we might one day only
ccept for publication articles that are accompanied by working
oftware that allows for immediate and reliable reproduction of
esults’’.

The aim of this work is to introduce a detailed experimen-
al setup based on a collection of publicly available software
ools [28] and reproducibility resources [23,39], which are pro-
ided as supplementary material, with the aim of exactly re-
roducing all experiments and results reported in our primary
ork [27].

1 http://slow-science.org/
2

1.1. Contributions and plan of this paper

Our main contribution is the introduction of a self-contained
and easily reproducible set of experiments on word similarity and
relatedness, which allow to reproduce all experiments, results,
and conclusions introduced by our primary work [27] exactly.
We provide a very detailed reproducibility protocol together with
a set of software tools [28] and a companion reproducibility
dataset [23] which is publicly available at [39]. We also detail
how our reproducible experiments could be extended for setting
up and evaluating unconsidered experimental setups including
other datasets, word embeddings, or ontology-based semantic
similarity measures.

A second contribution is the introduction, for the first time, of
a self-contained, reproducible and extensible collection of bench-
marks on word similarity and relatedness which jointly evaluate
the most recent methods on the families of ontology-based se-
mantic similarity measures and word embedding models on a
same software platform, and consequently, being amenable to
become a de facto standard for large scale experimentation in
this line of research. Despite the huge research effort done during
the last decades, such as witnessed by the plethora of methods
reviewed and evaluated in our primary work [27], there is still a
lack of a fully automatic, reproducible and extensible collection
of benchmarks which make the evaluation and development of
word similarity and relatedness methods easier. In general, there
is a lack of reproducibility resources in this line of research which
was partially bridged by the introduction of several semantic
measures libraries, such as SML [40], SISR [21], and the most
recent called HESML [20], which is the largest and most efficient
among them, in addition to provide self-contained and easily
reproducible experiments for the first time. Likewise, the re-
producible experiments and reproducibility datasets introduced
by Lastra-Díaz et al. [20] and Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano [22,
25,26] respectively have allowed for the first time to reproduce
a set of large experimental surveys on ontology-based semantic
similarity measures based on WordNet [1,9,10] exactly. However,
recent and fast advances in the family of word embedding models
together with the active research on ontology-based methods
have raised the need to carry-out joint evaluations of both fami-
lies of methods in a large set of benchmarks to elucidate the state
of the problem, as done in our primary work [27].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the HESML library [20] and the Reprozip tool [31], which
set the software platform originally used to run all experiments
introduced herein and our long-term reproducibility platform
respectively. Section 3 introduces the new reproducible exper-
iments on word similarity, whilst Section 4 details how them
can be extended, or created new ones from scratch. Section 5
introduces a corrigendum for several data tables reported in our
primary work [27] to fix a mismatch detected in the MC28 [41]
similarity scores used in our original experiments. Finally, we
introduce our conclusions and future work.

2. Background on HESML and Reprozip

HESML [20] is a self-contained Java software library of se-
antic measures based on WordNet whose latest version, called
ESML V1R4 [28], also supports the evaluation of pre-trained
ord embedding models, such as those introduced by Mikolov
t al. [43], Pennington et al. [44], Schwartz et al. [45], Wieting
t al. [46], Goikoetxea et al. [14], Bojanowski et al. [47], Agirre
nd Soroa [48], Camacho-Collados et al. [49] and Mrkšić et al.
50]. HESML is a self-contained experimentation platform on
ord similarity and relatedness which is especially well suited
o run large experimental surveys by supporting the execution

http://slow-science.org/
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Table 1
Technical and legal information of the latest version of the HESML software library [20] used in our experiments.
HESML software library Description

Latest version. V1R5
Code version used in this work. V1R4
Legal Code License. Creative Commons By-NC-SA 4.0
Permanent code repository of HESML V1R5 [42] https://doi.org/10.21950/1RRAWJ
Permanent code repository used for this work. http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/t87s78dg78.4
GitHub project repository https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML.git
Software code languages and tools. Java 8, Java SE DevKit 8, NetBeans 8.0 or higher
Compilation requirements and operating systems. Java SE Dev Kit 8, NetBeans 8.0 or higher and any Java-compliant operating system.
Documentation and source code examples Sample source code in the HESMLclient program.
HESML web site http://hesml.lsi.uned.es
Community forum hesml+subscribe@googlegroups.com, hesml+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
Table 2
Technical and access information of Reprozip long-term repro-
ducibility tool [31].
Reprozip tool Description

Current version 1.0.16
Web site https://www.reprozip.org
Supported platforms Linux, Windows and MacOS

Table 3
Our two methods to reproduce all experiments and results introduced by our
primary work [27]. HESMLclient method is that originally used to run our
experiments in our primary work, whilst ReproUnzip provides a long-term
reproducibility method regardless the original testing platform used to run our
experiments.
Software used Supported reproducibility

methods

HESMLclient
[28]

You should download HESML
V1R4 [28] and a
supplementary ZIP file
containing the collection of
pre-trained word embedding
files (WordEmbeddings.zip [39]),
and then run HESMLclient with
the reproducible file as input,
as detailed in Section 3.4.

ReproUnzip
[30]

You should download our
supplementary Reprozip file
[39] and setting up and
running Reprounzip as detailed
in Section 3.5.

of automatic reproducible experiment files based on a XML-
based file format (*.exp). Despite the latest version of HESML
only supports WordNet, it could be easily extended to manage
other ontologies by implementing the proper parsers as detailed
by Lastra-Díaz et al. [20]. HESML library has been completely
developed in NetBeans 8 and Java 8, being distributed with three
WordNet versions, whilst HESMLclient is a complementary Java
onsole program whose aim is to run word similarity experiments
y calling HESML functionality. For a detailed introduction to
ESML, we refer the reader to its introductory paper [20]. Table 1
hows a summary of technical and legal information of the latest
ESML version used in our experiments.
On the other hand, ReproZip is a virtualization tool intro-

uced by Chirigati et al. [30], whose aim is to warrant the exact
eplication of experimental results onto different systems from
hat originally used in their creation. Reprozip captures all the
rogram dependencies and is able to reproduce the packaged
xperiments on any host platform, regardless of the hardware
nd software configuration used in their creation. Thus, ReproZip
arrants the reproduction of the experiments introduced herein

n the long term. Other valuable feature of Reprozip is that it
llows to modify the input files of any Reprozip package with
he aim of evaluating a set of experiments using originally uncon-
idered methods, configuration parameters or datasets. Reprozip
3

supports main virtualization platforms as Docker and VirtualBox;
however, our preferred option is Docker. For a comparison of
these two types of virtualization platforms, we refer the reader
to the survey introduced by Merkel [51], in which the author
introduces Docker and compares it with classic Virtual Machines
(VM), such as VirtualBox. Finally, Reprozip also simplifies the gen-
eration, packaging, and execution of Docker-based experiments.
For all reasons above, we encourage the research community
to use Reprozip as a long-term reproducibility backup. Table 2
shows a summary of technical and access information of the
Reprozip reproducibility tool.

3. The reproducible experiments on word similarity

The aim of this section is to introduce a set of detailed ex-
perimental setups in order to replicate the methods and experi-
ments introduced by our primary work [27] exactly. Section 3.1
details the experimental setup for the implementation of our
experiments in our primary work [27], then Section 3.2 details
the minimal system requirements for the testing platforms with
the aim of running our reproducible experiments. Likewise, Sec-
tion 3.2 reports the running times obtained by the authors and
reviewers in the evaluation of our reproducible experiments in
different testing platforms. Section 3.3 details the procedure for
obtaining and compiling HESML source code, as well as running
its pre-compiled jar files. We note that it is not needed to compile
the HESML source code to run the experiments, because the
HESML distribution already includes pre-compiled versions of the
HESMLclient program with the latest HESML version. Next, Sec-
tion 3.4 introduces the method to run our experiments which is
based on the running of HESMLclient program, whilst Section 3.5
introduces our long-term reproducibility method based on Re-
prozip. Finally, Section 3.6 introduces the automated data analysis
carried-out to process the raw similarity values generated by our
experiments and computing all evaluation metrics reported in our
aforementioned primary work [27], as well as a report in HTML
file format showing all data tables generated from our raw data.

3.1. Experimental setup in our primary paper

All experiments carried-out in our primary paper [27] were
implemented in HESML V1R4 [28] by running HESMLclient pro-
gram with a reproducible experiment file in XML-based (*.exp)
file format, which encodes the evaluation of all semantic mea-
sures in all datasets as listed in Table 4. The experimental setup
and software platform used to implement all our experiments is
detailed in [27, figure 3]. HESML V1R4 implements all ontology-
based semantic similarity measures based on WordNet 3.0, as
well as all pre-trained word embedding models evaluated in our
benchmarks. In addition, the execution of our experiments was
recorded into a long-term reproducibility Reprozip file, called
‘‘WN_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz’’, which is part of our
companion reproducibility dataset [23], being publicly available

https://doi.org/10.21950/1RRAWJ
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/t87s78dg78.4
https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML.git
http://hesml.lsi.uned.es
https://www.reprozip.org
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Fig. 1. Reproducibility workflows using either HESMLclient or ReproUnzip programs to run the reproducible experiments introduced herein. The three workflows
detailed above produce the same raw and processed data files, as well as a collection of HTML pages which reproduce all data tables reported by our primary
paper [27].
at [39]. Our aforementioned Reprozip file can be reproduced in
any Reprozip compliant platform.2 as detailed in Section 3.5.
hus, all our methods, experiments, and results can be repro-
uced by using two different software platforms and methods as
etailed in Table 3. First reproducibility method is based on the
xecution of HESMLclient program, whilst second one is based on
he execution of the aforementioned Reprozip file.

The two reproducibility methods cited in Table 3 were intro-
uced in the HESML paper [20], which provides a detailed proto-
ol to reproduce all experiments, results, data tables and figures
eported in three papers previously introduced by Lastra-Díaz
nd García-Serrano [1,9,10], as well as the benchmarks between
emantic measures libraries reported in [20]. All experiments de-
ailed herein were originally implemented on an UBUNTU 16.04
irtual computer with 8 Gb of RAM and 100 Gb of disk space
alled UBUNTU-base1 as detailed in Table 5. However, it could be

2 https://www.reprozip.org/
4

reproduced in any Java 8, or Reprounzip compliant platform, by
using any of the two aforementioned methods above, which in-
cludes most Linux-based, MacOS-based and Windows-based plat-
forms. For this reason, our experiments have been successfully
reproduced using both HESMLclient and ReproUnzip methods
(see Fig. 1) in all testing platforms detailed in Table 5, with the
running times reported in Table 6.

Fig. 1 shows the three reproducibility workflows introduced
herein, which are defined by the selection of one of the two
reproducibility methods shown in Table 3 with a specific testing
platform. HESML distribution includes the pre-compiled version
of HESML V1R4 and HESMLclient.jar files, thus any reader in-
terested in reproducing our experiments can directly follow the
setup instructions in Tables 7 and 8, and subsequently running
the experiments as detailed in Tables 10 and 11. On the other
hand, Table 4 shows the full collection of reproducible experi-
ments encoded by the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ file (see Fig. 2),
as well as the corresponding raw output files that are generated

https://www.reprozip.org/
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Table 4
Collection of raw output files generated by the execution of the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ reproducible experiment
file by any of the two aforementioned reproducibility methods. Each raw output file contains the raw similarity or
relatedness values returned for each word pair by each semantic measure. These raw output files are subsequently
processed by a R-language script to produce the final data tables shown in our primary paper [27], as detailed in
Section 3.6. For further details on the datasets above, we refer the reader to our primary paper [27, table 3].
Word similarity and relatedness benchmarks reproduced herein [27]

Dataset Type Raw output files generated by our experiments

MC28 [41] Similarity raw_similarity_values_MC28_dataset.csv
RG65 [52] Similarity raw_similarity_values_RG65_dataset.csv
PSfull [53] Similarity raw_similarity_values_PSfull_dataset.csv
Agirre201 [18] Similarity raw_similarity_values_Agirre201_lowercase_dataset.csv
SimLex665 [54] Similarity raw_similarity_values_SimLex665_dataset.csv
MTurk771 [55] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_MTurk771_dataset.csv
MTurk287/235 [56] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_MTurk287-235_dataset.csv
WS353Rel [57] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_WS353Rel_dataset.csv
Rel122 [58] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_Rel122_dataset.csv
WS353Full [57] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_WS353Full_dataset.csv
SimLex111 [54] Similarity raw_similarity_values_SimLex111_dataset.csv
SimLex222 [54] Similarity raw_similarity_values_SimLex222_dataset.csv
SimLex999 [54] Similarity raw_similarity_values_SimLex999_dataset.csv
SimVerb3500 [59] Similarity raw_similarity_values_SimVerb3500_dataset.csv
MEN [60] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_MEN_dataset.csv
YP130 [61] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_YP130_dataset.csv
RW2034 [62] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_RareWords2034_dataset.csv
RW1401 [62] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_RareWords1401_dataset.csv
SCWS [63] Relatedness raw_similarity_values_SCWS1994_dataset.csv
during its execution, whose subsequent processing allows to re-
produce the results reported in our primary paper [27] exactly,
as detailed in Section 3.6.

HESML V1R4 distribution [28] contains all source files and
re-compiled versions of the HESML-V1R4.jar library and the
ESMLclient.jar Java console program. Thus, it is enough to down-
oad its official distribution from Mendeley [28], or GitHub3, in
order to run our experiments. However, for the sake of com-
pleteness, Section 3.3 introduces the detailed steps to obtain and
compile HESML V1R4. Finally, we introduce a companion repro-
ducibility dataset [23] which is publicly available at [39]. This
aforementioned reproducibility dataset gathers into a common
repository all data files required to reproduce our experiments
with the aim of providing a consolidated and permanent version
of these files, and thus avoiding the tedious work of gathering all
these stuff, as well as any risk of alteration or unavailability of
them in the future.

3.2. System requirements and performance evaluation

Table 5 shows the testing platforms in which we have suc-
cessfully reproduced the experiments detailed herein, whilst Ta-
ble 6 shows their running times in the completion of all ex-
periments for each aforementioned reproducibility method and
testing platform. The configuration of these platforms sets the
minimal system requirements to reproduce our experiments. Un-
like the execution of our experiments using HESMLclient program
n the UBUNTU-based computers detailed in Table 5, the execu-
ion using Reprounzip demands much more disk space because
t needs to setup a docker container to run the experiments. For
his reason, UBUNTU-Reprounzip platforms shown in Table 5 are
ased on a minimal overall disk space of 200 Gb to allow the
et up of UBUNTU, Docker, and the resources required by our
eprozip package.

.3. Obtaining and compiling HESML

Table 1 shows the technical information required to obtain and
ompile the HESML source code and run the experiments detailed

3 https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML.git
5

Fig. 2. Directory structure of the HESML library once it has been extracted onto
disk. The reproducible experiment file and the post-processing R-language script
used to reproduce and generate our final data tables, respectively, are shown in
dashed-line boxes in gray, whilst XML-based experiment file format is detailed
by XML-schema file shown in unfilled dashed-line box. (*) WordEmbeddings
folder contains the pre-trained files for all word embedding models used in our
experiments; however, this folder is neither included by the HESML V1R4 [28]
distribution nor HESML V1R4 release at GitHub repository because its large size.
Thus, you must download the ‘‘WordEmbeddings.zip’’ file [39] and extract it onto
the main HESML_Library directory to retrieve this folder and its content.

in Table 4. HESML V1R4 distribution includes compiled versions
of HESML library and the HESMLclient program, thus this later
program could be directly used without the need of compiling
the source code in NetBeans. There are two different ways of

https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML.git
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esting platforms successfully used to reproduce our experiments. Virtual computers are cloud-based servers based on the OpenStack virtualization platform [64].
buntu-base1 and Ubuntu-base2, as well as Ubuntu-base3 and Ubuntu-base4, differ only in the disk space demanded by Reprounzip. On the other hand, Ubuntu-base1
nd Ubuntu-base2 differ from Ubuntu-base3 and Ubuntu-base4 in that these two later platforms use a more modern CPU than the former ones, which were used
n the implementation of our original experiments in [27]. For this reason, the experiments reproduced on Ubuntu-base3 and Ubuntu-base4 configurations report
ower running times than the former ones as shown in Table 6.
Testing platform Type Operating Sys. Configuration Tested by

Ubuntu-base1 Virtual Ubuntu 16.04 1 Core Intel E5-2640-v2 CPU @2 GHz, 8 Gb RAM,100 Gb SSD disk Authors
Ubuntu-base2 Virtual Ubuntu 16.04 2 Intel Core Xeon E5 2699-v4 CPU @2.2 GHz, 8 Gb RAM, 100 Gb SSD disk Authors
Ubuntu-base3 Virtual Ubuntu 16.04 1 Core Intel E5-2640-v2 CPU @2 GHz, 8 Gb RAM, 200 Gb SSD disk Authors
Ubuntu-base4 Virtual Ubuntu 16.04 2 Intel Core Xeon E5 2699-v4 CPU @2.2 GHz, 8 Gb RAM, 200 Gb SSD disk Authors
Windows-base1 Laptop Windows 10 × 64 1 Intel Core i7-5500U CPU @2.4 GHz, 16 Gb RAM,100 Gb SSD disk Authors
Windows-rev Desktop Windows 10 × 64 1 Intel Core i5-6400 @2.7 Ghz (3.3 Ghz Turbo), 16 Gb RAM, 240 Gb SSD disk Reviewer
Ubuntu-rev Server Ubuntu 19.10 1 Intel Core i7-2600 @3.4 Ghz (3.8 Ghz Turbo), 16 Gb RAM, 500 Gb mechanical disk Reviewer
Table 6
Running times obtained on different testing platforms for the execution of all benchmarks by using HESMLclient program with the ’benchmark_survey.exp’ experiment
file, or by running ReproUnzip program with the ‘‘WN_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz‘‘ file. (*) Comment from the reviewer: ‘‘this computer was a server
devoted to handle other services, so there was no exclusive access to the CPU to run the experiments. This fact and the older hardware configuration justify the
significantly larger runtime’’.
Run Testing platform Method Running time Tested by

1 Ubuntu-base1 HESMLclient 17581 min ≈ 12.2 days Authors
2 Ubuntu-base3 ReproUnzip 18109 min ≈ 12.6 days Authors
3 Ubuntu-base2 HESMLclient 9622 min ≈ 6.68 days Authors
4 Ubuntu-base4 ReproUnzip 11732 min ≈ 8.15 days Authors
5 Windows-base1 HESMLclient 10 days Authors
6 Ubuntu-base2 HESMLclient 10201 min ≈ 7.08 days Authors
7 Windows-rev HESMLclient 10800 min ≈ 7.5 days Reviewer
8 Ubuntu-rev ReproUnzip 21768* min ≈ 15.12 days Reviewer
Table 7
Detailed instructions for downloading HESML V1R4 onto a Windows-based system from its GitHub repository.
Step Windows-based setup instructions for HESMLclient experiments

(1) Install Java 8 runtime or higher in your workstation.
(2) Open a PowerShell console (Windows 7 and higher) in any directory.
(3) Create a working directory and move to it as follows:

$ mkdir REPRODIR
$ cd REPRODIR

(4) Download and extract the latest HESML version from its GitHub repository
(see URL below) using either any Web browser or PowerShell as detailed below:
$ powershell -command ‘‘& { iwr https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML/archive/master.zip }’’
$ Expand-Archive ./master.zip .

(5) Download the WordEmbeddings.zip file from our Dataverse repository [39, see URL below]
and extract it onto HESML root directory using either any Web browser or PowerShell as detailed below:
$ cd HESML-master/HESML_LIBRARY
$ mkdir WordEmbeddings
$ cd WordEmbeddings
$ powershell -command ‘‘& { iwr https://doi.org/10.21950/wordembeddings.zip }’’
$ Expand-Archive ./wordembeddings.zip .
obtaining the HESML source code as follows: (1) by downloading
the HESML V1R4 version from the permanent Mendeley Data
link [28]; or (2) by downloading it from its GitHub repository
detailed in Table 1. You could also use the latest HESML version
(V1R5), which is available at its permanent repository [42] and
HESML GitHub repository. Once the HESML source code has been
downloaded and extracted onto your hard drive, the project will
have the folder structure shown in Fig. 2 and detailed below:

HESML is the main software library folder containing the Net-
Beans project and the HESML source code. Below this
folder you find the dist folder which contains the HESML-
V1R4.jar distribution file generated during the compilation,
whilst HESMLclient folder contains the source code of the
HESMLclient console application. The main aim of the
HESMLclient.jar application is to provide a collection of
sample functions in order to show the HESML functionality,
as well as running any (*.exp) reproducible experiment file.

PedersenICmodels folder contains the full WordNet-InfoContent
-3.0 collection of WordNet-based frequency files created by
6

Ted Pedersen [65]. The file names denote the corpus used
to build each file. The readme file details the method used
to build the frequency files, which is also detailed in [66].

ReproducibleExperiments folder contains one subfolder for
each paper introduced by Lastra-Díaz and García-Serrano
[1,9,10] and our primary paper [27] reproduced herein.
Likewise, the aforementioned folder also contains a XML-
schema file called ‘‘WordNetBasedExperiments.xsd’’, which
describes the syntax of all XML-based experiment files
(*.exp), and the All_paper_tables.exp file with the definition
of all the reproducible experiments corresponding to the
three aforementioned papers of Lastra-Díaz and García-
Serrano. All (*.exp) files have been created with the XML
Spy editor. In addition, this folder contains the RawOutput-
Files subfolder with all the raw output files of the three
aforementioned papers [1,9,10].

Post-scripts folder contains a set of post-processing R scripts
which process the raw output files generated by all repro-
ducible experiments to generate all final data tables and
figures reported in our papers exactly.

https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML/archive/master.zip
https://doi.org/10.21950/wordembeddings.zip
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Table 8
Detailed instructions for downloading HESML V1R4 from its GitHub repository onto a Linux-based system.
Step Linux-based setup instructions for HESMLclient experiments

(1) Install Java 8 and Java SE Dev Kit 8 or higher as follows:
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get -y install default-jdk

(2) Install UNZIP program as follows:
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get -y install unzip

(3) Create a working directory and move to it as follows:
$ mkdir REPRODIR
$ cd REPRODIR

(4) Download the latest HESML version from GitHub (see URL below) as follows:
$ wget https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML/archive/master.zip

(5) Extract master.zip file onto your working directory as follows:
$ unzip master.zip

(6) Download the WordEmbeddings.zip file from our Dataverse repository [39, see URL below] and extract it onto HESML root directory as
detailed below.
$ cd HESML-master/HESML_LIBRARY
$ wget https://doi.org/10.21950/wordembeddings.zip
$ unzip wordembeddings.zip -d WordEmbeddings
Table 9
Detailed instructions for compiling HESML onto any Windows or Linux-based system. We recall that the compilation of HESML is not needed to run
all experiments introduced herein.
Step Detailed instructions to compile HESML

(1) Follow the step-by-step procedures to download the HESML source code as detailed in Tables 7 and 8 for Windows or Linux-based
systems respectively.

(2) Install Java SE Dev Kit 8 and NetBeans 8.0.2 or higher in your workstation.
(3) Launch NetBeans IDE and open the HESML and HESMLclient projects contained in the HESML root folder as shown in Table 2.

NetBeans automatically detects the presence of a nbproject subfolder with the project files.
(4) Select HESML and HESMLclient projects in the project treeview respectively. Then, invoke the ‘‘Clean and Build project (Shift + F11)’’

command in order to compile both projects.
t
e

WN_datasets folder contains a collection of (*.csv) data files
with fields separated by semicolon which correspond to
the word similarity benchmarks shown in Table 4, whilst
WordNet-2.1, WordNet-3.0 and WordNet-3.1 contain the
database files of three different versions of WordNet.

Embeddings_vs_OntologyMeasures_paper folder contains the
reproducible experiment file ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ en-
coding all benchmarks introduced herein and detailed in
Table 4. In addition, this folder contains a subfolder called
‘‘RawOutputFiles’’ with all raw output similarity files gen-
erated by our experiments. The R-language script file called
‘‘embeddings_vs_ontomeasures_final_tables.R’’ generates
all files in ‘‘ProcessedOutputFiles’’ subfolder.

Tables 7 and 8 show a detailed step-by-step procedure to
set up our reproducible experiments based on HESML on any
Windows or Linux-based system respectively. HESML distribu-
tion includes pre-compiled versions of HESMLclient program and
HESML library; thus, you could skip the compilation step for
running our experiments. However, for the sake of completeness,
we briefly detail the compilation steps in Table 9.

3.4. Running the experiments with HESMLclient

Once you have downloaded and extracted the HESML V1R4
library onto your hard drive as detailed in Section 3.3, you are
ready to run the reproducible experiments by following the steps
detailed in Tables 10 and 11 for testing platforms based on Win-
dows and Linux respectively. However, before running the ex-
periments, you must download the WordEmbeddings.zip file [39]
and extract it onto the main HESML_Library directory as detailed
in step 5 of Table 7 for Windows, and step 6 of Table 8 for the
Linux-based case. This later ZIP file contains all pre-trained word
embedding files; however, it is not included in the current HESML
distribution because of its large size and the space limitations
7

of GitHub and Mendeley repositories. We note that the original
HESMLclient source code is defined to fetch the required input
files from the folder structure of HESML as shown in Fig. 2.

3.5. Running the ReproZip experiments

The ReproZip4 program was used for recording and packaging
he running of the HESMLclient program with all the reproducible
xperiments defined by the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ file into the

‘‘WN_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz’’ file, which is pub-
licly available at our UNED Dataverse repository [39]. This later
Reprozip file was generated by running Reprozip on the Ubuntu-
base1 workstation detailed in Table 5; however, in order to run
ReproUnzip based on Docker as detailed below is needed to set
up an Ubuntu-Reprounzip platform (see Table 5). Because the
execution of the experiments takes long time, and Reprounzip
with Docker cannot be executed in background mode without any
output console, we will setup and use the ‘‘screen’’ program on
Linux.

In order to set up and run the reproducible experiments in-
troduced herein, you need to use ReproUnzip. ReproUnzip can be
used with two different virtualization platforms: (1) Vagrant +
VirtualBox, or (2) Docker. However, because of its simple setup
and computational efficiency, our preferred ReproUnzip config-
uration is that based on Docker. For instance, in order to setup
ReproUnzip based on Docker for Ubuntu, you should follow the
detailed steps shown in Table 12, despite several steps possi-
bly being unnecessary depending on your starting configura-
tion. Once ReproUnzip and Docker have been successfully in-
stalled, Table 13 shows the detailed instructions to set up and
run the reproducible experiments. Those readers who prefer to
use ReproUnzip with VirtualBox instead of Docker can consult the
ReproZip installation page.5

4 https://www.reprozip.org/
5 https://reprozip.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.x/install.html

https://github.com/jjlastra/HESML/archive/master.zip
https://doi.org/10.21950/wordembeddings.zip
https://www.reprozip.org/
https://reprozip.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.x/install.html
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Table 10
Detailed instructions for running our experiments with the HESMLClient program on any testing platform based on Windows.
Step HESMLclient running instructions on any Windows-based system

(1) Open a command console in the HESMLclient directory as shown in Fig. 2.
$ cd REPRODIR/HESML_Library/HESMLclient

(2) Run the following command with the reproducible experiment file:
$ java -jar -Xms4096m dist/HESMLclient.jar ../ReproducibleExperiments/Embeddings_vs_OntologyMeasures_paper/benchmark_survey.exp

(3) Command in step 2 above will generate all raw output files listed in Table 4 onto
../ReproducibleExperiments/Embeddings_vs_OntologyMeasures_paper folder (see Fig. 2).
Table 11
Detailed instructions for running our experiments with the HESMLClient program on any testing platform based on Linux.
Step HESMLclient running instructions on any Linux-based system

(1) Open a Linux command console in the HESMLclient directory (see Fig. 2).
user@server$ cd REPRODIR/HESML_Library/HESMLclient

(2) We create a ‘‘screen’’ session and run HESMLclient in background. Note that HESMLclient execution could take up to two weeks (see
Table 6).
user@server$ screen -S REPROEXPS
user@screen$ java -jar -Xms4096m dist/HESMLclient.jar

../ReproducibleExperiments/Embeddings_vs_OntologyMeasures_paper/benchmark_survey.exp
(3) We detach from ‘‘screen’’ before to close the server main console

user@screen$ CTRL+a, d
(4) We reattach to the screen console to check the completion of HESMLclient

user@server$ screen -r REPROEXPS
(5) We destroy the ‘‘screen’’ console once finished HESMLclient execution

user@server$ screen -X -S REPROEXPS quit
(6) Second command in step (2) above will generate all raw output files listed in Table 4 onto

../ReproducibleExperiments/Embeddings_vs_OntologyMeasures_paper folder (see Fig. 2).
Table 12
Detailed instructions on installing ReproUnzip with Docker for Ubuntu. Despite that steps above could look tedious, we prefer that readers are aware
of all packages being installed instead of running a single setup script hiding this information.
Step Detailed setup instructions for ReproUnzip on any Linux-based system

Steps (1–4) below install Reprounzip and all its dependencies.
(1) $ sudo apt-get update
(2) $ sudo apt-get -y install libffi-dev libssl-dev openssl openssh-server

In some systems, python3-pip should be used instead of python-pip in step (3). Thus, you should use ‘‘pip3‘‘ instead of ‘‘pip’’ in step
(4) below.

(3) $ sudo apt-get -y install libsqlite3-dev python-dev python-pip screen
(4) $ sudo pip install reprounzip[all]

Steps (5–11) below install the latest version of Docker CE whilst step 11 checks its installation. For further details, we refer the reader
to the official Docker setup page: https://docs.docker.com/install/linux/docker-ce/ubuntu/

(5) $ sudo apt-get -y install apt-transport-https ca-certificates
(6) $ sudo apt-get -y install curl gnupg-agent software-properties-common
(7) $ curl -fsSL https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu/gpg | sudo apt-key add -
(8) $ sudo add-apt-repository ‘‘deb [arch=amd64] https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu $(lsb_release -cs) stable’’
(9) $ sudo apt-get update
(10) $ sudo apt-get -y install docker-ce docker-ce-cli containerd.io
(11) $ sudo docker run hello-world
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The running of the reproducible experiments based on Docker
or Ubuntu took approximately one week in a modern virtual
omputer as detailed in Table 6. Once the running is completed,
ou should follow the instructions shown in Table 14 to retrieve
he raw output files from the Docker container, as listed in
able 4. Finally, Table 6 reports a sample of software platforms
n which the Reprozip-based experiments introduced herein have
een successfully reproduced.

.6. Processing of the raw output files

The running of the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ experiment file
enerates the collection of comma-separated files (*.csv) listed
n Table 4, whose values are separated by a semicolon. All raw
utput files are saved in the same folder as their corresponding
nput reproducible experiment file.

Raw output similarity files generated by our experiments must
e processed in order to compute the Pearson, Spearman, and
armonic score metrics matching the tables shown in our pri-
ary paper [27]. We provide a R-language script called ‘‘embed-
ings_vs_ontomeasures_final_tables.R’’ with the aim of automating
8

his post-processing. The latest version of the aforementioned
ost-processing script should be obtained from HESML GitHub
istribution, as detailed in Tables 7 and 8, or from our com-
anion reproducibility dataset [39]. This aforementioned script
ncludes the source code of the mat.sort function provided by the
ioPhysConnectoR package [67], which is no longer available in
RAN server.
In order to carry-out the aforementioned post-processing, you

hould setup either the R statistical program6 or RStudio7 in
our workstation and follow the steps detailed in Table 15. Then,
ou need to install the ‘‘knitr’’ and ‘‘readr’’ packages using the
unctionality provided for this task by any of the two afore-
entioned programs. Table 16 shows the output files which are
enerated from the raw output files listed in Table 4 by running
ur aforementioned post-processing script, as well as their corre-
ponding data tables in our primary paper [27]. In addition, our
ost-processing script generates a collection of HTML files which
ontain all data tables reported in our primary paper [27].

6 https://www.r-project.org/
7 https://rstudio.com/

https://docs.docker.com/install/linux/docker-ce/ubuntu/
https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu/gpg
https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu
https://www.r-project.org/
https://rstudio.com/
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Table 13
Detailed instructions on how to reproduce the packaged experiments once Reprounzip has been installed. We use screen program with the aim of
allowing the execution of Reprounzip in background whilst main program console is detached and closed.
Step Detailed setup and running instructions for our Reprozip-based experiments

(1) Setup the Reprounzip program onto any supported platform (Linux, Windows and MacOS) by following the step-by-step guide
detailed in Table 12 (see ReproZip installation page for further information).

(2) Move to the home directory and create a working directory as follows
$ cd /home
$ mkdir REPROEXPS
$ cd REPROEXPS

(3) Download the WN_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz (12.4 Gb) from its repository [39]. For instance, you can execute the command
below. The download of this file could takes several minutes.
$ wget http://dx.doi.org/10.21950/wn_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz

(4) Next, we must setup the docker container as detailed below which could take up to 45 min depending of your testing platform. Thus,
we recommend to create a ‘‘screen‘‘ session to run in background both setup and running of the Reprozip-based experiment. You can
detach from ‘‘screen’’ console by pressing ‘‘Ctrl+a,d’’.
user@server$ screen -S REPROUNZIP
user@server$ reprounzip docker setup

wn_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz docker_folder
(5) Next, we will run the Reprozip-based experiment. Note that Reprounzip execution could take up to two weeks depending on your

hardware setup (see Table 6). We strongly recommend to keep open the screen console to run the experiment in background as
detailed below.
user@screen$ reprounzip docker run docker_folder

- We detach from ‘‘screen’’ before to close the server main console
user@screen$ CTRL+a, d

- We reattach to the screen console to check the completion of Reprounzip
user@server$ screen -r REPROUNZIP

- We destroy the ‘‘screen’’ console once finished Reprounzip execution
user@server$ screen -X -S REPROUNZIP quit
Table 14
Detailed instruction to recover the output files generated by our Reprozip-based experiments. The first instruction shows a list with the output files
generated by the experiments, whilst the second one extracts all the output files from the container and downloads them onto the current folder.
You should obtain all raw output files listed in Table 4.
Step Recovering the output files generated by our Reprozip-based experiments

1 user@server$ reprounzip showfiles docker_folder
2 user@server$ sudo reprounzip docker download −−all docker_folder
Table 15
Detailed instructions for the post-processing of the raw output files generated by our experiments. R-language script computes all Pearson, Spearman
and Harmonic score metrics and generates a HTML report file reproducing all data tables reported by our primary paper Lastra-Díaz et al. [27].
Step Detailed post-processing instructions based on a R-language script

(1) Launch the R statistical program and install knitr and readr packages.
(2) Launch the R statistical program (you could also use R-Studio).
(3) Select the menu option ‘‘File->Open script ’’. Then, load the R-language script file called embeddings_vs_ontomeasures_final_tables.R

contained in the folder shown in figure Fig. 2. The latest version of the aforementioned script should be obtained from HESML GitHub
distribution or our companion reproducibility dataset [39].

(4) Edit the rootDir, inputDir and outputDir variables at the beginning of the script in order to set the directory which contains the raw
output files onto your hard drive, as well as the directory in which will be saved the final assembled data tables as reported in our
primary paper [27]. IMPORTANT NOTE: inputDir and outputDir variables should end with slash ’/’ symbol.

(5) Select the menu option ‘‘Edit->Run all’’. The final assembled data tables will be saved in the output directories defined above, as
detailed in Table 16. In addition, the aforementioned R script creates a and opens a collection of HTML files which show all data
tables in our primary paper [27] and detailed in Table 16.
Finally, raw data files and processed data files shown in Ta-
les 4 and 16 respectively could be loaded into any spreadsheet
oftware to carry-out any further data analysis or confirming the
eproducibility of the experiments and results reported by our
rimary paper [27].

. Extending and reusing our reproducible experiments

Our reproducible experiments are based on the XML-based
ESML experiment file format (*.exp) whose specification is
etailed by the ‘‘WordNetBasedExperiments.xsd’’ schema file dis-
ributed with HESML library as shown in Fig. 2. Both *.exp
xperiment files and *.xsd schema file were created with XML
py editor. Next paragraphs provide a detailed description of the
ain objects encoded by the HESML XML-based experiment file

ormat, and how they could be used to create new experiments
rom scratch like those introduced herein.
9

HESML XML-Based experiment file format. Fig. 3 shows a sample
file which has been extracted from the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’
file encoding all reproducible experiments introduced herein.
WordNetBasedExperiments is the root node, which contains the
collection of word similarity or relatedness benchmarks to be
evaluated, whilst SingleDatasetSimilarityValuesExperiment
encodes a specific word similarity benchmark defined by a
dataset, an output directory, and a collection of WordNet-based
similarity measures and pre-trained word embedding models.
SimilarityMeasures nodes encode ontology-based semantic simi-
larity measures based on WordNet which could require a further
Information Content (IC) model for its implementation, being
declared below the WordNetMeasures node. Likewise, RawWord-
VectorFiles encodes the collection of pre-trained word embedding
files to be evaluated in the same dataset. Both SimilarityMea-
sures and RawWordVectorFiles could be declared independently,
and they could contain an unlimited number of methods to be

http://dx.doi.org/10.21950/wn_ontology_measures_vs_embeddings.rpz
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Table 16
Collection of processed output files generated by the execution of the ‘‘embeddings_vs_ontomeasures_final_tables.R’’ script file onto the outputDir
directory and their corresponding tables in our primary work [27].
File# Post-processing output files saved at ‘‘outputDir’’ directory In primary paper [27]

1 table_Pearson_SimDatasets.csv table 4 (full precision)
2 table_Pearson_SimDatasets_rounded.csv table 4
3 table_Spearman_SimDatasets.csv table 5 (full precision)
4 table_Spearman_SimDatasets_rounded.csv table 5
5 table_Pearson_RelDatasets.csv table 6 (full precision)
6 table_Pearson_RelDatasets_rounded.csv table 6
7 table_Spearman_RelDatasets.csv table 7 (full precision)
8 table_Spearman_RelDatasets_rounded.csv table 7
9 table_joined_allEmbeddings_similarity.csv table 8 (full precision)
10 table_joined_allEmbeddings_similarity_rounded.csv table 8
11 table_joined_allEmbeddings_relatedness.csv table 9 (full precision)
12 table_joined_allEmbeddings_relatedness_rounded.csv table 9
13 table_pvalues_AttractReppel_allembeddings_similarity.csv table A.1
14 table_pvalues_Paragramws_allembeddings_relatedness.csv table A.2
15 table_AvgMeasures_Pearson_SimDatasets.csv table A.3 (full precision)
16 table_AvgMeasures_Pearson_SimDatasets_rounded.csv table A.3
17 table_AvgMeasures_Spearman_SimDatasets.csv table A.4 (full precision)
18 table_AvgMeasures_Spearman_SimDatasets_rounded.csv table A.4
19 table_AvgMeasures_Pearson_RelDatasets.csv table A.5 (full precision)
20 table_AvgMeasures_Pearson_RelDatasets_rounded.csv table A.5
21 table_AvgMeasures_Spearman_RelDatasets.csv table A.6 (full precision)
22 table_AvgMeasures_Spearman_RelDatasets_rounded.csv table A.6
Fig. 3. XML source code above shows an example of a HESML reproducible experiment on word similarity and relatedness. Source code above has been extracted
from the ‘‘benchmark_survey.exp’’ file which encodes all experiments reported in our primary paper [27].
evaluated. The latest HESML version supports three different pre-
trained word embeddings file formats which are defined by the
EmbVectorFiles, UKBVectorFiles and NasariVectorFiles nodes. Raw
output files which are generated by SingleDatasetSimilarityValue-
sExperiment procedures contain a matrix of values encoding the
raw similarity value reported by each method for each word pair
in the similarity dataset being evaluated.
10
Extending or modifying our experiments. Anyone could use our
main aforementioned experiment file as a template to create new
experiments from scratch by evaluating other sets of available
ontology-based semantic similarity measures based on Word-
Net, pre-trained word embedding models, or word similarity
datasets not considered herein. For instance, the reader could
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Table 17
Pearson correlation (r) values for each Ontology-based semantic Topological similarity Measure (OTM), Ontology-based Vector Model (OVM) or Word
Embedding (WE/WEC) model in the five noun similarity datasets. Measures (rows) are ranked according to their average value shown in Avg column.
Best value for each dataset is shown in bold. (*) Last column shows p-values for an one-side t-Student distribution between Attract–repel [50] model
and the remaining methods using the performance in the five noun similarity datasets as paired random sample with the aim of testing the
hypothesis that Attract–repel significantly outperforms remaining methods in Pearson correlation. (**) The values reported in this column correspond
to an evaluation of the MC28 dataset with its original similarity scores, which is carried-out in this work to fix a mismatch in the MC28 benchmark
file used in our primary paper [27]. Our primary paper reports the values obtained in the evaluation of the MC28 dataset with the similarity scores
of the RG65 dataset.
Corrigendum of our primary paper [27, table 4] Pearson correlation (r) in noun similarity datasets

Family Measure IC model MC28 (**) RG65 PSfull Agirre201 SL665 Avg (r) p-value(*)

WEC Attract–repel [50] 0.847 0.840 0.893 0.720 0.691 0.798 —
OTM coswJ&C [1] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.885 0.877 0.885 0.695 0.592 0.787 0.340

OTM Caistrategy2 [69] Cai et al.
[69]

0.854 0.872 0.901 0.687 0.608 0.784 0.270

OTM Hadj Taieb et al. [4] 0.826 0.867 0.907 0.708 0.609 0.784 0.240
OTM Zhou et al. [70] Seco et al.

[71]
0.848 0.873 0.895 0.672 0.624 0.782 0.220

OTM cosJ&C [1] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.852 0.875 0.900 0.682 0.594 0.781 0.240

WEC Counter-fitting [72] 0.824 0.806 0.866 0.701 0.697 0.779 0.023
WEC Paragram-ws [46] 0.801 0.810 0.849 0.765 0.662 0.778 0.140
OTM Pirró&Seco [73] Seco et al.

[71]
0.849 0.862 0.897 0.679 0.597 0.777 0.180

WEC Paragram-sl [46] 0.799 0.798 0.854 0.748 0.682 0.776 0.100
OTM Gaostrat3 [74] CPRefHypo

[10]
0.826 0.865 0.891 0.674 0.614 0.774 0.120

OTM Meng and Gu [75] Seco et al.
[71]

0.809 0.860 0.903 0.692 0.605 0.774 0.130

OTM FaITH [76] Seco et al.
[71]

0.803 0.856 0.904 0.692 0.605 0.772 0.120

OTM Lin [77] Seco et al.
[71]

0.819 0.861 0.894 0.680 0.601 0.771 0.110

OTM Listrat3 [78] 0.828 0.862 0.885 0.664 0.606 0.769 0.099
OTM Jiang&Conrath [79] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.858 0.862 0.876 0.652 0.584 0.766 0.130

OTM Leacock&Chodorow [80] 0.813 0.851 0.871 0.647 0.605 0.757 0.040
OTM Sánchez et al. [81] 0.794 0.848 0.870 0.669 0.594 0.755 0.034
OVM WN-RandowWalks [14] 0.811 0.797 0.843 0.773 0.543 0.753 0.120
OTM Resnik [82] CPRefLeSub-

Rat
[10]

0.810 0.823 0.874 0.669 0.512 0.738 0.057

OVM Nasari [49] 0.880 0.791 0.812 0.708 0.489 0.736 0.095
OTM Meng et al. [83] Seco et al.

[71]
0.796 0.849 0.837 0.613 0.571 0.733 0.023

OTM Mubaid&Nguyen [84] 0.780 0.807 0.853 0.645 0.576 0.732 0.005
WE FastText [47] 0.860 0.793 0.818 0.775 0.411 0.731 0.160
WE GloVe [44] 0.807 0.770 0.759 0.797 0.467 0.720 0.097
WE CBOW [43] 0.807 0.772 0.786 0.763 0.461 0.718 0.073
OTM Pedersen et al. [85] 0.746 0.781 0.840 0.605 0.551 0.705 0.002
OTM Garla and Brandt [86] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.721 0.769 0.847 0.572 0.512 0.684 0.005

OTM Rada et al. [87] 0.707 0.771 0.751 0.558 0.565 0.670 0.001
OTM Wu&Palmerfast [88] 0.630 0.720 0.715 0.568 0.473 0.621 0.000
WEC SymPatterns-500d [45] 0.648 0.690 0.709 0.454 0.435 0.587 0.000
OVM WordNet UKB [18] 0.515 0.548 0.629 0.375 0.361 0.486 0.000
evaluate any ontology-based methods by declaring it in any Simi-
larityMeasures node whenever this method have been previously
implemented in HESML and its keyname being specified by the
SimilarityMeasureType enumeration in the ‘‘WordNetBasedExper-
iments.xsd’’ schema file. Likewise, currently supported IC mod-
els are specified by the IntrinsicICModelType enumeration in the
aforementioned XML schema file. On the other hand, the reader
could evaluate any unconsidered pre-trained word embedding
model by declaring a new method in the RawWordVectorFiles,
henever its corresponding pre-trained model being provided

n any of the three file formats which are currently supported,
therwise it would be needed to extend HESML to support a
ew pre-trained word embedding file format. Finally, the reader
ould define any new benchmark considering a different set of
ord similarity datasets by declaring further SingleDatasetSimilar-

tyValuesExperiment nodes with their corresponding dataset files
11
in comma-separated file format. For a detailed list of the methods
currently implemented by HESML V1R4, we refer the readers to
its release notes [28].

5. Corrigendum of the mismatch in the MC28 similarity scores

Despite the reproducibility protocol detailed in Section 3 al-
lows to reproduce all the results in our primary work [27] exactly,
there was an unintentional and unfortunate mismatch in the
preparation of the MC28 [41] benchmark file used in our ex-
periments, which was detected during the review of this work.
The MC28 dataset is made up by a subset of the word pairs
in the RG65 dataset [52]; however, the similarity scores for
the same word pairs are slightly different. Because of a ma-
nipulation error, our aforementioned MC28 dataset file, called
Miller_Charles_28_dataset.csv as detailed in primary work [27,
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pearman rank correlation (ρ) values for each Ontology-based semantic Topological similarity Measure (OTM), Ontology-based Vector Model (OVM) or Word

Embedding (WE/WEC) model in the five similarity datasets. Measures (rows) are ranked according to their average value shown in Avg column. Best value for
each dataset is shown in bold. (*) Last column shows p-values for an one-side t-Student distribution between Attract–repel [50] model and the remaining methods
using the performance in the five noun similarity datasets as paired random sample with the aim of testing the hypothesis that Attract–repel significantly outperforms
remaining methods in Spearman rank correlation. (**) The values reported in this column correspond to an evaluation of the MC28 dataset with its original similarity
scores, which is carried-out in this work to fix a mismatch in the MC28 benchmark file used in our primary paper [27]. Our primary paper reports the values
obtained in the evaluation of the MC28 dataset with the similarity scores of the RG65 dataset.
Corrigendum of our primary paper [27, table 5] Spearman correlation (ρ) in noun similarity datasets

Family Measure IC model MC28 (**) RG65 PSfull Agirre201 SL665 Avg (ρ) p-value(*)

WEC Attract–repel [50] 0.864 0.825 0.843 0.738 0.690 0.792 —
WEC Paragram-ws [46] 0.859 0.813 0.821 0.808 0.645 0.789 0.440
WEC Counter-fitting [72] 0.864 0.808 0.831 0.695 0.698 0.779 0.110
WEC Paragram-sl [46] 0.808 0.775 0.794 0.778 0.679 0.767 0.120
OVM WN-RandowWalks [14] 0.882 0.823 0.814 0.784 0.529 0.766 0.260
OVM WordNet UKB [18] 0.878 0.858 0.841 0.718 0.524 0.763 0.230
OTM coswJ&C [1] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.874 0.835 0.822 0.666 0.587 0.757 0.099

OTM Zhou et al. [70] Seco et al.
[71]

0.832 0.824 0.814 0.655 0.610 0.747 0.024

OTM Caistrategy2 [69] Cai et al.
[69]

0.864 0.804 0.794 0.662 0.595 0.744 0.025

OTM Pirró&Seco [73] Seco et al.
[71]

0.875 0.801 0.792 0.656 0.586 0.742 0.036

OTM Meng et al. [83] Seco et al.
[71]

0.793 0.820 0.815 0.655 0.610 0.739 0.014

OTM cosJ&C [1] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.847 0.803 0.800 0.650 0.591 0.738 0.017

OTM Jiang&Conrath [79] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.847 0.803 0.800 0.650 0.591 0.738 0.017

OTM Garla and Brandt [86] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.847 0.803 0.800 0.650 0.591 0.738 0.017

OTM Gaostrat3 [74] CPRefHypo
[10]

0.821 0.801 0.791 0.641 0.595 0.730 0.007

OTM Mubaid&Nguyen [84] 0.807 0.812 0.807 0.645 0.578 0.729 0.013
OTM Hadj Taieb et al. [4] 0.791 0.797 0.797 0.660 0.596 0.728 0.003
OTM Meng and Gu [75] Seco et al.

[71]
0.813 0.797 0.791 0.647 0.589 0.727 0.004

OTM FaITH [76] Seco et al.
[71]

0.813 0.797 0.791 0.647 0.589 0.727 0.004

OTM Lin [77] Seco et al.
[71]

0.813 0.797 0.791 0.647 0.589 0.727 0.004

WE FastText [47] 0.843 0.801 0.801 0.777 0.410 0.726 0.150
OTM Listrat3 [78] 0.802 0.810 0.798 0.625 0.588 0.724 0.010
OTM Pedersen et al. [85] 0.802 0.810 0.798 0.625 0.588 0.724 0.010
OTM Leacock&Chodorow [80] 0.802 0.810 0.798 0.625 0.588 0.724 0.010
OTM Rada et al. [87] 0.802 0.810 0.798 0.625 0.588 0.724 0.010
OTM Sánchez et al. [81] 0.786 0.784 0.789 0.643 0.578 0.716 0.002
WE GloVe [44] 0.832 0.769 0.755 0.795 0.429 0.716 0.110
WE CBOW [43] 0.822 0.760 0.767 0.772 0.454 0.715 0.078
OTM Resnik [82] CPRefLeSub-

Rat
[10]

0.851 0.763 0.757 0.638 0.511 0.704 0.016

OVM Nasari [49] 0.790 0.745 0.752 0.684 0.488 0.692 0.009
OTM Wu&Palmerfast [88] 0.578 0.712 0.716 0.600 0.482 0.618 0.003
WEC SymPatterns-500d [45] 0.670 0.663 0.674 0.483 0.460 0.590 0.000
table 3], contains the similarity scores of the RG65 dataset. Thus,
despite the experiments, results, and conclusions of our primary
work are valid and fully reproducible, the results reported for the
MC28 dataset cannot be directly compared with others reported
in the literature. For this reason, we introduce here a corrigendum
for those tables in our primary work that report results in the
evaluation of the MC28 dataset.

5.1. New evaluation of the MC28 dataset

We have included a new file called Miller_Charles_28_canonic_
ataset.csv with the original MC28 similarity scores, both in the
ESML GitHub repository and the latest HESML version [42].
he MC28 similarity scores are also reported by Bollegala et al.
89] and Yang and Powers [90] among others. We have eval-
ated again the MC28 dataset by running the reproducibility
rotocol detailed in the Section 3.4 with a experiment file called
12
benchmark_MC28_canonic.exp. This later benchmark file only
evaluates the MC28 dataset generating the
raw_similarity_values_MC28_canonic_dataset.csv file as raw out-
put. All these aforementioned files are provided as supplementary
material with this work, being also available at the master branch
of the HESML GitHub repository, with the aim of allowing the
exact replication of the new results in the evaluation of the MC28
dataset which are reported in this section.

Tables 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 correct the mismatch in the MC28
results reported in tables 3, 4, 8, A.3 and A.4 of our primary
work [27] respectively. Fortunately, MC28 similarity scores are
highly correlated with their corresponding RG65 scores and our
conclusions were based on a large collection of datasets. For
this reason, the new MC28 results only introduce minor changes
which do not invalid any significant conclusion reported in our
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earson (r), Spearman (ρ) and Harmonic score metrics obtained by each Word Embedding (WE) or Ontology-based Vector (OVM) model in all similarity datasets.
ord embedding (WE/WEC) and ontology-based vector models (columns) are ranked in descending order from left to right according to their average harmonic

core shown in last row. Best value for each dataset and metric is shown in bold. (*) The values reported in these rows correspond to an evaluation of the MC28
ataset with its original similarity scores, which is carried-out in this work to fix a mismatch in the MC28 benchmark file used in our primary paper [27]. Our
rimary paper reports the values obtained in the evaluation of the MC28 dataset with the similarity scores of the RG65 dataset.
Corrigendum of our primary paper [27, table 8]

Method and
family

Attract–repel
[50]

Counter-
fitting
[72]

Paragram-ws
[46]

Paragram-sl
[46]

WN-Randow
Walks [14]

CBOW [43] Nasari [49] GloVe [44] FastText [47] Sym
Patterns
-500d [45]

WordNet
UKB [18]

WEC WEC WEC WEC OVM WE OVM WE WE WEC OVM

Dataset Pearson (r) correlation values in all similarity datasets

MC28 (*) 0.847 0.824 0.801 0.799 0.811 0.807 0.880 0.807 0.860 0.648 0.515
RG65 0.840 0.806 0.810 0.798 0.797 0.772 0.791 0.770 0.793 0.690 0.548
PSfull 0.893 0.866 0.849 0.854 0.843 0.786 0.812 0.759 0.818 0.709 0.629
Agirre201 0.720 0.701 0.765 0.748 0.773 0.763 0.708 0.797 0.775 0.454 0.375
SimLex665 0.691 0.697 0.662 0.682 0.543 0.461 0.489 0.467 0.411 0.435 0.361
SimLex111 0.877 0.857 0.844 0.815 0.637 0.598 0.498 0.614 0.484 0.700 0.443
SimLex222 0.777 0.713 0.574 0.605 0.464 0.349 0.428 0.220 0.247 0.537 0.338
SimLex999 0.745 0.728 0.676 0.689 0.532 0.454 0.466 0.437 0.385 0.493 0.370
SimVerb3500 0.666 0.613 0.524 0.546 0.549 0.375 0.336 0.294 0.263 0.327 0.387

Avg(r) 0.784 0.756 0.723 0.726 0.661 0.596 0.601 0.574 0.560 0.555 0.441

Dataset Spearman (ρ) correlation values in all similarity datasets

MC28 (*) 0.864 0.864 0.859 0.808 0.882 0.822 0.790 0.832 0.843 0.670 0.878
RG65 0.825 0.808 0.813 0.775 0.823 0.760 0.745 0.769 0.801 0.663 0.858
PSfull 0.843 0.831 0.821 0.794 0.814 0.767 0.752 0.755 0.801 0.674 0.841
Agirre201 0.738 0.695 0.808 0.778 0.784 0.772 0.684 0.795 0.777 0.483 0.718
SimLex665 0.690 0.698 0.645 0.679 0.529 0.454 0.488 0.429 0.410 0.460 0.524
SimLex111 0.872 0.847 0.825 0.795 0.643 0.592 0.473 0.622 0.508 0.676 0.555
SimLex222 0.783 0.727 0.562 0.590 0.446 0.322 0.414 0.196 0.231 0.544 0.367
SimLex999 0.751 0.736 0.667 0.685 0.525 0.442 0.450 0.408 0.380 0.513 0.497
SimVerb3500 0.672 0.628 0.514 0.540 0.545 0.364 0.287 0.283 0.258 0.328 0.499

Avg(ρ) 0.782 0.759 0.724 0.716 0.666 0.588 0.565 0.565 0.556 0.557 0.637

Dataset Harmonic score (h) values in all similarity datasets

MC28 (*) 0.856 0.843 0.829 0.803 0.845 0.814 0.832 0.820 0.852 0.659 0.649
RG65 0.833 0.807 0.811 0.786 0.810 0.766 0.767 0.770 0.797 0.676 0.669
PSfull 0.867 0.848 0.835 0.823 0.828 0.777 0.781 0.757 0.809 0.691 0.720
Agirre201 0.729 0.698 0.786 0.762 0.779 0.767 0.696 0.796 0.776 0.468 0.493
SimLex665 0.690 0.697 0.653 0.681 0.536 0.457 0.489 0.447 0.411 0.447 0.427
SimLex111 0.874 0.852 0.835 0.805 0.640 0.595 0.485 0.618 0.496 0.688 0.493
SimLex222 0.780 0.720 0.568 0.597 0.455 0.335 0.421 0.207 0.239 0.540 0.352
SimLex999 0.748 0.732 0.671 0.687 0.528 0.448 0.458 0.422 0.383 0.503 0.424
SimVerb3500 0.669 0.620 0.519 0.543 0.547 0.369 0.310 0.288 0.261 0.328 0.436

Avg(h) 0.783 0.758 0.723 0.721 0.663 0.592 0.582 0.569 0.558 0.556 0.518
primary work. However, we introduce a detailed discussion be-
low to report the minor impact of this new MC28 results on the
conclusions reported in our primary work.

Reproducing our corrigendum. You could reproduce this new eval-
ation of the MC28 dataset by substituting the experiment file de-
ailed in step 2 of the Tables 10 or 11 by the
enchmark_MC28_canonic.exp file, which is provided as supple-
entary material. Subsequently, you should edit the post-
rocessing file ‘‘embeddings_vs_ontomeasures_final_tables.R’’ de-
ailed in Section 3.6 to substitute the source code in line 32 by the
ew raw output file as follows: raw_MC28_file← ‘‘raw_similarity_
alues_MC28_canonic_dataset.csv’’. Finally, you should run the
forementioned post-processing file (see Section 3.6) to generate
ll corrigendum tables reported herein.

.2. Impact of the new MC28 results

The new results for the evaluation of the MC28 dataset re-
orted herein invalidate none major conclusion in our primary
ork. However, they modify some minor conclusions which are
numerated below.

1. CoswJ&C [27] similarity measure obtains the highest average
Pearson correlation value in all similarity datasets among the
13
family of OTM measures instead of Cai et al. [69] measure.
This conclusion can be drawn by looking the average col-
umn in Table 17. However, Cai et al. [69] similarity measure
obtained this same aforementioned result in our primary
work [27, table 4](see Table 18).

2. Nasari [49] model obtains the highest Pearson correlation
value in the MC28 dataset among the family of WE and
OVM models instead of GloVe [44]. This conclusion can be
drawn by looking at Table 19. However, GloVe obtained
this aforementioned same result in our primary paper [27,
table 8].

3. Attract–repel [50] model obtains the highest harmonic score
in the MC28 dataset among the family of WE and OVM models
instead of WN-RandomWalks [14]. This conclusion can be
drawn by looking at Table 19. However, WN-RandomWalks
obtained this same aforementioned result in our primary
paper [27, table 8](see Table 20).

4. CoswJ&C [27] obtains the highest Spearman correlation value
in the MC28 dataset when it is combined with Attract-reppel.
This conclusion can be drawn by looking results in Ta-
ble 21. However, the coswJ&C [27] and Zhou et al. [70]
measures obtained the same Spearman correlation value in
our primary work [27, table A.4].
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earson correlation (r) values for the combined measures defined by the arithmetic mean of the similarity values returned by the Attract–repel model and each
emaining base measure. Combined measures (rows) are ranked according to their average value shown in Avg column. Best value for each dataset is shown in
old. (*) Last column shows p-values for an one-side t-Student distribution between all combined measures as regard their corresponding base method in Measure
olumn using the performance in the five noun similarity datasets as paired random sample with the aim of testing the hypothesis that each combined measure
ignificantly outperforms base methods in Pearson correlation. (**) The values reported in this column correspond to an evaluation of the MC28 dataset with its
riginal similarity scores, which is carried-out in this work to fix a mismatch in the MC28 benchmark file used in our primary paper [27]. Our primary paper reports
he values obtained in the evaluation of the MC28 dataset with the similarity scores of the RG65 dataset.
Corrigendum of our primary paper [27, table A.3]

Measures combined with Attract–repel model Pearson correlation (r) in noun similarity datasets

Fam Measure IC model MC28 (**) RG65 PSfull Agirre201 SL665 Avg (r) p-value(*)

OTM coswJ&C [1] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.933 0.912 0.942 0.784 0.721 0.858 0.007

OTM Zhou et al. [70] Seco et al.
[71]

0.915 0.905 0.946 0.777 0.739 0.856 0.005

OTM Caistrategy2 [69] Cai et al.
[69]

0.911 0.902 0.947 0.786 0.736 0.856 0.008

OTM cosJ&C [1] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.915 0.910 0.949 0.778 0.720 0.854 0.005

OTM Hadj Taieb et al. [4] 0.894 0.896 0.943 0.782 0.722 0.847 0.006
OTM Gaostrat3 [74] CPRefHypo

[10]
0.899 0.899 0.939 0.767 0.732 0.847 0.004

OTM Meng et al. [83] Seco et al.
[71]

0.908 0.915 0.933 0.749 0.723 0.846 0.001

OTM Lin [77] Seco et al.
[71]

0.890 0.898 0.942 0.774 0.724 0.845 0.004

OTM Listrat3 [78] 0.902 0.895 0.934 0.763 0.728 0.845 0.005
OTM Sánchez et al. [81] 0.888 0.896 0.935 0.767 0.731 0.843 0.002
OTM FaITH [76] Seco et al.

[71]
0.877 0.888 0.940 0.774 0.718 0.839 0.006

OTM Meng and Gu [75] Seco et al.
[71]

0.869 0.889 0.937 0.763 0.698 0.831 0.004

OTM Pirró&Seco [73] Seco et al.
[71]

0.891 0.892 0.932 0.744 0.679 0.828 0.003

WE GloVe [44] 0.866 0.855 0.883 0.817 0.691 0.823 0.021
OVM WN-RandowWalks [14] 0.863 0.848 0.899 0.791 0.709 0.822 0.027
OVM Nasari [49] 0.901 0.855 0.893 0.780 0.679 0.822 0.019
WE Fastext [47] 0.881 0.858 0.902 0.793 0.673 0.821 0.058
WE CBOW [43] 0.863 0.851 0.890 0.799 0.679 0.817 0.018
OTM Leacock&Chodorow [80] 0.872 0.883 0.913 0.722 0.690 0.816 0.002
WEC Paragram-ws [46] 0.837 0.844 0.890 0.770 0.716 0.811 0.007
OTM Pedersen et al. [85] 0.856 0.848 0.907 0.732 0.700 0.809 0.002
WEC Paragram-sl [46] 0.833 0.833 0.888 0.758 0.721 0.807 0.002
WEC Counter-fitting [72] 0.845 0.836 0.894 0.730 0.722 0.805 0.000
OTM WuPalmerFast 0.830 0.864 0.890 0.732 0.691 0.802 0.000
WEC Attract–repel [50] 0.847 0.840 0.893 0.720 0.691 0.798 —
WEC SymPatterns-500d [45] 0.843 0.850 0.894 0.713 0.691 0.798 0.000
OTM Mubaid&Nguyen [84] 0.844 0.846 0.895 0.719 0.668 0.794 0.002
OTM Garla and Brandt [86] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.835 0.838 0.907 0.712 0.671 0.793 0.002

OTM Jiang&Conrath [79] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.872 0.872 0.889 0.670 0.606 0.782 0.001

OVM WordNet UKB [18] 0.787 0.796 0.868 0.663 0.666 0.756 0.000
OTM Resnik [82] CPRefLeSub-

Rat
[10]

0.821 0.831 0.883 0.683 0.535 0.750 0.004

OTM Rada et al. [87] 0.758 0.810 0.799 0.610 0.623 0.720 0.000
6. Conclusions and future work

This work introduces, for the first time, a large set of repro-
ucible experiments on word similarity and relatedness including
ost methods in the families of ontology-based semantic simi-

arity measures based on WordNet and word embedding models.
his aforementioned set of experiments allow that all the ex-
eriments and results introduced by Lastra-Díaz et al. [27] to
e reproduced exactly. Likewise, our reproducible experiments
ould be easily extended, or modified, to create new benchmarks
rom scratch, which evaluate a different set of methods and word
imilarity and relatedness datasets from those considered herein.
or this reason, we hope that this set of reproducible benchmarks
o become into a de facto standard experimentation platform for
ny future research on word similarity and relatedness.
14
Finally, this work introduces a corrigendum for a mismatch in
the MC28 similarity scores used in the experiments in our pri-
mary work, which was detected during the review of this work.
We accidentally included the RG65 similarity scores in the MC28
benchmark file, despite the MC28 similarity scores are slightly
different. In order to bridge this gap, this work introduces an
updated version of those data tables which report MC28 results in
our primary work. Because the MC28 dataset is highly correlated
with the RG65 dataset and our conclusions were based on a large
collection of datasets, the new MC28 results impact none major
conclusion of our primary work. However, we report the changes
in four minor conclusions.

As forthcoming activities, we plan the study and proposal of
new distributional similarity and relatedness measures, as well
as their use in the definition of sentence and short-text similarity
measures.
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pearman rank correlation (ρ) values for the combined measures defined by the arithmetic mean of the similarity values returned by the Attract–repel model and

each remaining base measure. Combined measures (rows) are ranked according to their average value shown in Avg column. Best value for each dataset is shown in
bold. (*) Last column shows p-values for an one-side t-Student distribution between all combined measures as regard their corresponding base method in Measure
column using the performance in the five noun similarity datasets as paired random sample with the aim of testing the hypothesis that each combined measure
significantly outperforms base methods in Spearman correlation. (**) The values reported in this column correspond to an evaluation of the MC28 dataset with its
original similarity scores, which is carried-out in this work to fix a mismatch in the MC28 benchmark file used in our primary paper [27]. Our primary paper reports
the values obtained in the evaluation of the MC28 dataset with the similarity scores of the RG65 dataset.
Corrigendum of our primary paper [27, table A.4]

Measures combined with Attract–repel model Spearman correlation (ρ) in noun similarity datasets

Fam Measure IC model MC28 (**) RG65 PSfull Agirre201 SL665 Avg (ρ) p-value(*)

OTM Caistrategy2 [69] Cai et al.
[69]

0.912 0.900 0.903 0.774 0.727 0.843 0.001

OTM Zhou et al. [70] Seco et al.
[71]

0.912 0.902 0.902 0.761 0.731 0.842 0.000

OTM coswJ&C [1] Sánchez
et al. [68]

0.927 0.887 0.881 0.755 0.702 0.830 0.002

OVM WN-RandowWalks [14] 0.898 0.854 0.858 0.832 0.703 0.829 0.046
OTM cosJ&C [1] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.909 0.895 0.889 0.746 0.702 0.828 0.000

OTM Pedersen et al. [85] 0.893 0.869 0.878 0.763 0.734 0.827 0.002
OTM Hadj Taieb et al. [4] 0.901 0.875 0.877 0.759 0.710 0.824 0.000
OTM Listrat3 [78] 0.887 0.878 0.878 0.744 0.719 0.821 0.001
WEC Paragram-ws [46] 0.887 0.837 0.851 0.811 0.708 0.819 0.018
OTM Garla and Brandt [86] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.882 0.854 0.869 0.764 0.722 0.818 0.006

OTM FaITH [76] Seco et al.
[71]

0.882 0.870 0.870 0.759 0.709 0.818 0.000

WE GloVe [44] 0.876 0.856 0.859 0.835 0.662 0.818 0.022
WE CBOW [43] 0.884 0.853 0.864 0.817 0.664 0.816 0.012
OTM Meng et al. [83] Seco et al.

[71]
0.891 0.876 0.870 0.733 0.710 0.816 0.001

OTM Gaostrat3 [74] CPRefHypo
[10]

0.890 0.868 0.863 0.738 0.715 0.815 0.001

WEC Counter-fitting [72] 0.879 0.843 0.863 0.748 0.726 0.812 0.003
OTM Lin [77] Seco et al.

[71]
0.874 0.864 0.861 0.746 0.706 0.810 0.001

WE Fastext [47] 0.888 0.846 0.854 0.807 0.653 0.809 0.053
OVM WordNet UKB [18] 0.889 0.839 0.853 0.759 0.698 0.808 0.130
WEC Paragram-sl [46] 0.852 0.825 0.844 0.792 0.723 0.807 0.002
OTM Mubaid&Nguyen [84] 0.882 0.866 0.865 0.721 0.684 0.804 0.001
OTM Sánchez et al. [81] 0.848 0.849 0.852 0.743 0.714 0.801 0.002
OTM Meng and Gu [75] Seco et al.

[71]
0.868 0.858 0.853 0.729 0.683 0.798 0.000

OVM Nasari [49] 0.868 0.831 0.836 0.780 0.673 0.798 0.003
OTM Pirró&Seco [73] Seco et al.

[71]
0.895 0.852 0.848 0.717 0.661 0.795 0.002

OTM Leacock&Chodorow [80] 0.881 0.861 0.852 0.697 0.678 0.794 0.000
WEC Attract–repel [50] 0.864 0.825 0.843 0.738 0.690 0.792
WEC SymPatterns-500d [45] 0.814 0.805 0.821 0.730 0.688 0.772 0.001
OTM Wu&Palmerfast [88] 0.805 0.820 0.829 0.721 0.671 0.769 0.002
OTM Rada et al. [87] 0.845 0.834 0.825 0.665 0.645 0.763 0.001
OTM Jiang&Conrath [79] Sánchez

et al. [68]
0.874 0.826 0.824 0.671 0.612 0.761 0.000

OTM Resnik [82] CPRefLeSub-
Rat
[10]

0.863 0.783 0.775 0.651 0.531 0.720 0.000
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